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protection and digital rights management (DRM) are fields that receive a lot of attention: content
owners require systems that protect and maximize their revenues; consumers want backwards
compatibility, while they fear that content owners will spy on their viewing habits; and academics
are afraid that DRM may be a barrier to knowledge sharing. DRM technologies have a poor
reputation and are not yet trusted. This book describes the key aspects of content protection and
DRM systems, the objective being to demystify the technology and techniques. In the first part of the
book, the author builds the foundations, with sections that cover the rationale for protecting digital
video content; video piracy; current toolboxes that employ cryptography, watermarking, tamper
resistance, and rights expression languages; different ways to model video content protection; and
DRM. In the second part, he describes the main existing deployed solutions, including video
ecosystems; how video is protected in broadcasting; descriptions of DRM systems, such as Microsofts
DRM and Apples FairPlay; techniques for protecting prerecorded content distributed using DVDs or
Blu-ray; and future methods used to protect content within the home network. The final part of
the...
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This publication is definitely not e ortless to get going on reading through but really exciting to read through. it was actually writtern really properly and
beneficial. I am just very easily could get a delight of reading through a created publication.
-- Gino Jer de Jr .-- Gino Jer de Jr .

Comprehensive manual for pdf fans. It is full of wisdom and knowledge You will like how the writer publish this book.
-- Mr . Ez equiel Rolfson-- Mr . Ez equiel Rolfson
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